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Dm/C/Bb/F
Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Then do it all over again
Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Kindness never ends

C/Bb/F
Even if someone acts mean to me
Kindness is my guide on how to be
I can use words that are encouraging
And pick someone up who is in need

Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Then do it all over again
Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Kindness never ends

We all need someone who is listening
We can all be friends and not bully
We can use kind words like thanks and please
And be kind to the animals plants and trees

Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Then do it all over again
Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Kindness never ends

Treat others how you want to be treated
And your kindness can be repeated
In a world where you can be many things be kind
A message from your friends at Wines

Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Then do it all over again
Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Kindness never ends

There’s someone whose been kind to you and me
He worked for many years at the library
He started this Songsters program too
Mr. Ira Lax we want to say thank you (pause)

Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Then do it all over again
Use your mind to be kind
Be smart use your heart
Intend to be a friend
Kindness never ends